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Abstract
The efficient choice of a preprocessing level can reduce the search time of a constraint solver to
find a solution to a constraint problem. Currently the parameters in constraint solver are often
picked by hand by experts in the field. Genetic algorithms are a robust machine learning technology for problem optimization such as function optimization. Self-learning Genetic Algorithm are
a strategy which suggests or predicts the suitable preprocessing method for large scale problems
by learning from the same class of small scale problems. In this paper Self-learning Genetic Algorithms are used to create an automatic preprocessing selection mechanism for solving various
constraint problems. The experiments in the paper are a proof of concept for the idea of combining genetic algorithm self-learning ability with constraint programming to aid in the parameter
selection issue.
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1

Introduction

The selection of a suitable preprocessing levels for a given constraint problem is an important
part of constraint programming(CP). Efficiently tuning a constraint solver will shorten the
search time and reduce the running cost. The key to increasing the search speed for a
constraint solver is partially due to tuning the solvers parameters [9]. Currently the job of
tuning the parameters is done by hand. The skilled researchers picks up the most suitable
preprocessing method using previous experience from similar classes of problems. In most
cases the best preprocessing method in similar classes of problems provide a useful clue to
aid the researchers selection. However this learning curve could be a barrier to novice user in
learning how to efficiently use a CP solver.
Genetic algorithms are a classic global optimization method posed by John Holland [7],
which mimic the competition of organisms in nature and the mechanisms of evolution. Genetic
algorithms are usually implemented in a computer simulation in which a population of abstract
representations of candidate solutions to an optimization problem evolves toward better
solutions. In the field of configuration tuning, Carlos [10] has posed a gender-based genetic
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Figure 1 The Distribution of the Effect of Preprocessing for Various of Constrained Satisfaction
Problems.

algorithm for the automatic configuration of algorithms. In this paper genetic algorithms are
chosen to select preprocessing method for constraint satisfaction problems. There are two
main reasons to choose genetic algorithms to optimize preprocessing selection. One is that
genetic algorithm have a powerful ability to tackle optimization problems which lack auxiliary
information [1]. Another is that genetic algorithm do parallel search rather than linear
search [4]. Each chromosome races against another in each generation. Therefore the idea of
combining genetic algorithm and constraint programming seems worth exploring. Automatic
tuning will lead to improvements over manual tuning by researchers themselves. ParamILS
and CALIBRA [8] have shown the efficiency and possibility of automatic configuration
for constraints solver. However, the general framework of combing genetic algorithm and
constraint programming and the exploration of parameter sensitivity of genetic algorithm to
any problems, has not been achieved. Regrading this situation we proposed a genetic based
automatic method [12] for tuning minion [3] (method refered to as GACM) which is one
of the most efficient constraint solver in the world. In the constrained problem and their
preprocessing obey the normal (or Gaussian) distribution [5]. In most time the distribution
of the best preprocessing methods wouldn’t changed or slightly changed in the same classes
of the constraint satisfaction problems. Fig 1 shows that the best prepossessing could also
gradually move with the increase of the scale of the constraint satisfaction problem. Therefore
the best prepossessing method of a specific problem could learn from others in the same
class of problems. Meanwhile the search ability of genetic algorithm can improve by narrow
the starting population domain [4].Therefore this paper will propose a new self-learning
mechanism which is based on a new starting population and our pervious work.

2

Self-Learning Genetic Algorithm

Before self-learning genetic algorithms, Standard genetic algorithms will be introduced. In
Standard Genetic Algorithms, the starting population is randomly generated because the
search domain is unknown and the random chromosomes keeps the variety of the population
to prevent early convergency in evaluation. However if the search domain is limited to a
specific area it will improve the search speed for evaluation. We can use this by creating a
good starting popluation. The self-learning genetic algorithm is based on this idea. When
we solve small scale constraint satisfaction problem it is easy to find the best or good
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Algorithm 1 Self-Learning Genetic Algorithm
if T (CS ) < Time limit then . T (CS ) is the running time of Solving some constrained
satisfaction problems with small instance
PL ← Best preprocessing for small instance . PL is the starting population for large
instance
else
PL ← Good preprocessing for small instance by standard genetic algorithm
end if
repeat
SGA(PL ) . Using standard genetic algorithm to search better preprocessing with the
starting population PL
λ ← Best preprocessing for large instance by Standard Genetic algorithm . λ is the
current best preprocessing method found for optimization problem
until λ = the best preprocessing or the searching time is out of time limit
return λ

preprocessing method within a acceptable running time. Those preprocessing methods
will provide a cue for searching for a good preprocessing methods in large scale problems.
Before the experiments the working principle of standard genetic algorithm for selecting
preprocessing level will be introduced.
The first step of a genetic algorithm (GA) is called the encoding which is to construct
the suitable chromosome for the optimization problem. Encoding in genetic algorithm
is to transfer solutions of optimization problem to the chromosomes. Each chromosome
presents one possible solution. The optimal or best solution will be gained by competing
chromosomes. In our self-learning genetic algorithm, each preprocessing method was encoded
as a chromosome.
Fitness describes the ability of an individual to reproduce in biology. The Fitness function
is the function which evaluates the difference between the desired result and the actual result.
In problem optimization, GA uses a fitness function to evaluate each individual and provide
the information to the evolution.
The Selection in genetic algorithm is a strategy which allows the perfect parents (with
high fitness) to have more of a chance to be selected to generate the next generation. In our
genetic configurator, the selection is the roulette wheel selection. Roulette wheel selection is a
way of choosing individuals from the population of chromosomes in a way that is proportional
to their fitness. Roulette does not guarantee that the fittest member goes through to the
next generation, merely that it has a very good chance of doing so.
Crossover can improve the whole population fitness quickly by mating parents to produce
an offspring. It is a very important operator in genetic algorithms. Single point crossover
is the basic and most common crossover in genetic algorithms because it can be easily
understood and realized. Mutations which change one or more genes in an individual is
another operator used in GA. Mutation can help genetic algorithms escape the local maximum
state by creating a new gene string. As with crossover, mutation also has a mutation rate to
control the amount of mutation in the recombination of each generation. The mutation rate
is the probability of a mutation happen. According to the mutation rate, any bit in each
chromosome has the chance to do a mutation.
Generally machine learning makes predictions by training, validation and testing itself
existing data [11]. Self-learning genetic algorithm (refered to as SLGA) is the algorithm
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Figure 2 The Efficiency of Self-Learning Genetic Algorithm in Solving Lanford Number Problems.
The X axis is the generation number of genetic algorithm to find the best preprocessing for Lanford
Number problem. The Y axis is the running time for finding a solution of Lanford Number problem
with relative preprocessing setting.The left graph shows the efficiency comparison between standard
genetic algorithm and self-tranning genetic algorithm which learn the experience from the pervious
evolutionary result for small instance. The right graph in Figure 2 shows the efficiency of two
different strategies of self-learning genetic algorithm in solving the Landford number problem.

which help to make the preprocessing prediction by using the previous experience on the same
classes of constraint satisfaction problem. Self-Learning genetic algorithm improve the search
speed by defining the specific starting population instead of the normal random starting
population. The starting population of a Self-Learning genetic algorithm is gained from
the data training of the same class of small instance problems.There are two strategies to
realize the Self-Learning mechanism. Learning From Best (refered to as LFB) strategy is to
define the starting population with the best preprocessing which was gained by solving small
instance with whole preprocessing possibility. Learning From Genetic algorithm (refered to
as LFG) strategy is to define the staring population with the suggested preprocessing which
was got by solving small instance with our pervious genetic method.
The pseudocode of self-learning genetic algorithm introduces SLGA’s woking principle
and the way of applying those two strategies for different problems. It shows that the
self-learning genetic algorithm firstly evaluated the running time of Solving some constrained
satisfaction problems with small instance. If it is possible to find the best processing for
small instance problem, the starting population for large instance problems will be initialized
with the best processing for small instance problems or else the optimal processing gained
by GACM for small instance problems. According to the suggested starting population
from pervious experience, the standard genetic algorithm will be applied to find the best or
optimal processing for large instance problem. The standard genetic algorithm will explore
better processing generation by generation. The evolutionary search loop will stop when he
best preprocessing is found or the searching time is out of time expected.

3

Experiment Design

To prove the efficiency of the self-learning genetic algorithms, two different starting populations
were chosen which were mentioned in the methodology part. One starting population is the
top few of the best preprocessing of all the possible preprocessing combinations, another
one is the top preprocessing gained from standard genetic algorithm. The efficiency of those
two strategies (LFB and LFG) will compared with each other and with standard genetic
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algorithm as well (GACM). In this paper the optimization problems chosen are the BIBD,
the N-queen problem, Golomb and the Landford’s number problem1 . These four classical
constraint problems were chosen as optimization problem for testing the self-learning genetic
algorithm. The computational complexity of N-Queen problem depend on one variable. The
complexity of Open Stack Problem is up to the instance provided and the complexity of
Langfords Number Problem depends on multi-variables. From the definition description
of problems, it shows that those four constraint problem are very different to each other .
We hope that the self-learning genetic algorithm could be applicable to different constraint
satisfaction problem. Following the David’s MicroGA Settings [2], the crossover rate is 0.5
and the mutation rate is 0.04 in all experiments. Each trial was run 10 times and we observe
the average of the minimums.

4

Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the efficiency of self-learning genetic algorithm to solve the Landford problem.
There are three curves in the left graph: Best, LFG and GACM. The best curves is the
minimum running time for solving Landford number problem with best preprocessing. The
GACM curve is the efficiency of using genetic algorithm to find better preprocessing for
optimisation problems. The LFG curve shows the self-learning genetic algorithm that learn
experience from pervious genetic algorithm evolution for the same class of problems. Its shows
a standard genetic algorithm can gradually approach the best preprocessing methods after a
few generations. But It clearly shows that the LFG can more easily and quickly approach
the best result by inheriting the useful information from others similar small instances.
There are three curves in the right graph: Best, LFG and LFB. The best curves is the
minimum running time same as in the left figure. The LFB curve shows the self-learning
genetic algorithm that learn experience from the best processing for the same class problems.
The LFG and the LFB curves both shows the efficiency of the self-learning genetic algorithm
to search for the best preprocessing method. The LFB selects the best preprocessing setting
of all possibility of small scale problem as the starting population. The LFG chooses good
preprocessing methods as a starting population which is gained from solving small scale
problems with a standard genetic algorithm. They both approach the best preprocessing
setting step by step as we expected. Although the approach speed of LFG is faster than
LFB, LFB still has better solutions due to the advantage in the starting population which
we can find from the definition of LFB and LFG.
To convince the correction and efficiency of Self-tanning genetic algorithm for other
problems, it was applied to solve the other three problems: BIBD[6], N-Queen problem and
Golomb problem. In reality it is not always possible to gain all possibility of preprocessing
combination from optimized problem which uses small instance due to the complexity of
preprocessing. Therefore only the lFG strategy of self-learning genetic algorithm was applied
to solve three optimization problems.
Table 1 describes the efficiency of the self-Learning genetic algorithm in solving different
problems by comparing standard genetic algorithm. Each value in the table represents the
running time of finding solution with the best found preprocessing. In all the optmization
problems the LFG could find better solution than the standard genetic algorithm. Especially
in Golomb problem the LFG could find the better solution but GA can’t. It is obvious that
the LFG has stronger ability than GA on searching for the best preprocessing method. The
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Table 1 The Efficiency of Self-Learning Genetic Algorithm in Solving Different Problems by
comparing Standard Genetic Algorithm.

GA
LFG
Best

BIBD
5.3 s
4.5 s
3.2 s

Langford
0.266 s
2.1 s
0.01 s

N-Queen
0.33 s
0.04 s
0.04 s

Golomb
N/A
8.7 s
6.6 s

curves in fig. 2 and table 1 shows that the self-learning genetic algorithm can quickly approach
the best preprocessing within a few generations no matter which starting population strategy
is chosen. The LFB is quicker than the learning LFG, but the approaching speed is slower.
It means that the LFB strategy could be considered for self-learning genetic algorithm when
the running time for small instance is small. When the searching time of optimized problem
is unknown the LFG strategy is a better idea.

5

Future work

The results show the self-learning genetic algorithm are efficient methods on the preprocessing
selection of solving constraint satisfaction problems . However there are a few challenges we
need to face in the future. In this paper four classic problems were picked up to verify the
efficiency of self-learning genetic algorithm on medium size scale problem. More and larger
scale problems such as car sequence problem will be chosen to explore the efficiency and the
limitation of self-learning genetic algorithm. Currently the best model to solve a constraint
satisfaction problem is selected by hand by a researcher in the field. The next step is to apply
self learning genetic algorithms to find the best model for a constraint satisfaction problem.
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